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PART I - INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND + SUMMARY
The South 8th Street Corridor serves as the primary entry onto Amelia Island
from the Shave Bridge and into the City of Fernandina Beach and historic
downtown. Historically, this corridor evolved as an extension of downtown, and
served as the first auto-centric commercial corridor in Fernandina Beach. Gas
stations and automobile dealers located on S. 8th Street in the mid-20th century.
As time went on, more commercial development appeared on S. 8th Street and
restaurants, retail, banks, and other businesses developed along the corridor.
When Fernandina Beach continued to expand with new shopping centers on
14th and Sadler Roads, and businesses also began moving to the growing Yulee
area, S. 8th Street entered a period of decline. Properties have sat vacant
for years, businesses have come and gone, and the general appearance of the
streetscape has deteriorated.
Improvements to the 8th Street corridor in the City began decades ago, but it
was not until 2004 that the City started a concerted effort to help improve the
area. This explored the concept of an overlay district with design criteria, as well
as increased code enforcement and roadway improvements and coordination
with FDOT. However, this project stalled and no further efforts were initiated.
Despite the lack of a coordinated effort, improvements to 8th Street have taken
place over the past several years. The proximity to historic downtown and the
benefits of being in an urbanized area served by infrastructure make the area
attractive for rehabilitation. It is the hope that this document and associated
changes to the Land Development Code will help further revitalize the area and
provide better opportunities for reuse and redevelopment of property, while
maintaining the character of Fernandina Beach.
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, c.1926

8th Street Photos, c.1940’s.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION + COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Land Development Code and Economic Development Working Group (include minutes as appendix)
Both the Future Land Use and Economic Development Elements of the City Comprehensive Plan direct review
of the commercial corridors within the City – 8th Street/Downtown, 14th Street, Sadler Road, and the Main
Beach/Seaside Park areas. Given the built out nature of these parts of town, redevelopment and infill activities
will be the focus. The Economic Development Element directs evaluating these parts of town as Job
Opportunity Areas, and laying the groundwork to introduce new business and employment opportunities to
the City.
In 2014, Planning Staff conducted research on potential policies and land use mechanisms to foster and
support these directives. As part of the research, staff convened a technical working group ("Land
Development Code and Economic Development Working Group") which assisted staff in evaluating potential
options. The group first met in March 2014 and met monthly until they sunset in March 2015. Members of
the group included an architect, engineer, the County Economic Development Board director, a citizen-at-large,
Planning Advisory Board members, and a representative from the County planning department. All meetings
were noticed and open to the public, and minutes were taken. All input was welcomed. The group elected to
work on the 8th Street Corridor and area first. Stakeholders from particular fields or interest groups related to
8th Street and the area were invited to meet with the working group.
The group immediately identified several challenges to reinvestment in 8th Street: 1) the current zoning that
includes a mix of C-1 (Neighborhood Commercial), C-2 (General Commercial), C-3 (Central Business District),
and MU-1 (Mixed Use) from 7th Street to 9th Street, 2) the lack of residential zoning on 8th Street specifically in
the C-2 General Commercial zoning district, and 3) the varying jurisdictions along 8th Street (city and county
properties and Florida Department of Transportation ownership of the roadway).
The zoning in particular presents a significant problem because the blocks on the east and west of 8th Street are
generally split-zoned. This means that mid-way down the block, the zoning changes. This is prohibitive to
development interested in using property that spans the block from 7th to 8th Street or 8th to 9th Street. This
challenge, combined with the fact that C-2 zoning does not allow residential, automatically makes
projects difficult.

Further challenges were outlined in detail by four members of the group:
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Setbacks - Rear and side setbacks should be eased, allowing owners to move buildings back away from 8th
Street. Lots were platted before 8th St was widened and before cars were essential.
Increased Lot sizes - Allow commercial to extend east to the west side of 9th street. Double depth lots would
give owners the ability to center buildings in the center of the lots and have double parking, more landscaping,
allow access from 9th street. These would all alleviate traffic on 8th street and make 9th street more
attractive. 9th street is already a mixed use zone so this should not present a problem to use these lots for the
back of commercial buildings and or employee parking.
Change of Use - This sounds attractive but is a property killer. Triggering updates on everything from ADA to
meeting the latest building codes makes older buildings sit longer than it should because unless the lease price
is above market an owner cannot afford to make the "required changes". The term change of use should only
apply for a true change of use like from commercial to residential, not amongst minor changes like office to
retail and back to office again. This is a problem in all commercial areas, not just 8th street but it does make
commercial buildings susceptible to obsolescence and lengthen the vacancy rate.
Adaptive Reuse - Reward Good Behavior - There is nothing greener or better for society than repurposing an
existing building over bulldozing a vacant lot with trees. Adaptive re-use of existing stock through tax credits,
allowing for existing nonconformities to remain and just showing the love would do a lot for values and lower
vacancies.
Mixed Use - Encourage creativity by either promoting or allowing mixed use. This would encourage the
development of larger parcels, even joining parcels to create new and exciting development
opportunities. Most existing lots are not large enough to be viable for a stand-alone commercial
building. Allowing retail/office downstairs and residential in the rear or upstairs makes new development
viable.
Cross Access - Encourage and promote the use of cross access easements between adjoining properties to
minimize driveway access points on 8th street. Encourage the use of rear exits and adjoining property for
ingress and egress. Better for everyone.
Underground Electric - Incentivize use of underground wires to clear the airspace along 8th Street. Work with
FPU to create an underground corridor along 8th street for the main line if possible.
Landscaping - Create a green buffer along 8th Street by mandating a 4-5 foot wide green strip (like Amelia
Coastal Realty office)
Limit Fence Heights - Front fences should be no higher than 5 feet. Types of fences should be limited to
wrought iron or gapped fencing so it does not look like a solid wall. Solid walls should be no higher than 36
inches so that the building on the site can be seen. Eliminates tunnel and industrial effects to the driver.








8th Street Challenges as Identified by an
Architect, Engineer, Commercial Real Estate
Agent and Economic Development Professional








Where are city/county lines along the corridor?
Who do I talk to if I need to get permits?
Signage for businesses along the corridor is a problem
(hard for people to find me)
Off-street parking is a problem for retailers
The Florida Rock concrete plant is an eyesore (and so is
the recycling place next door)
There’s a hodge-podge of architectural styles along the
corridor, no “sense of place”
Lot sizes are not conducive to many businesses



Limited water and sewer on the west side of the 4-lane
th
section of 8 Street. City may want to consider the use
of impact fees to expand in this area.



Lots on 2-lane section of 8 Street appear to have been
platted residentially many decades ago and do not
provide sufficient depth to provide meaningful
commercial when considering setbacks and landscape
buffers. City may want to incentivize the combination
th
th
with 9 Street or 7 Street for redevelopment.



Consider mixed use/residential with meaningful density
to allow redevelopment (either mixed use or straight
residential). Density at 30-40 units per acre so we can
get some true multifamily. Let the market decide what
th
can be redeveloped on 8 Street. At this point, I think
any redevelopment is good.

th

Setback requirements require larger, combined parcels on which to develop commercial properties.
Buffering requirements restrictive when commercial abuts residential zoning.
Parking requirements including required landscape buffers and setbacks further restrict buildable areas.
On-site storm water requirements are a project killer when dealing with small commercial lots. We need design flexibility for definition of non-permeable surfaces and
credit for varying paving methods. Waiver from DEP requirements?
Landscaping requirements difficult to comply with on full build-out commercial parcels. More variances/design flexibility needed in this regard.
On-site parking requirements too rigid – consider credits for bike racks, motorcycle, golf cart parking?
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Public Surveys
As part of the Land Development Code and Economic Development working group’s efforts, surveys were conducted targeted at three
audiences: the general public, property owners on 8th Street, and historic downtown business owners. ( include results as appendix ) The survey
for the general public was available on Survey Monkey and was publicized at public meetings, in social media, press releases, and through word
of mouth. Hard copies were also available. The survey was available for
about 90 days and 384 people completed the 8th Street survey. Steve
Rieck assisted in compiling a summary of responses and provided the
following:
Questions asked included:
1. What one word would you use to describe 8th Street today?
2. What one word would you use to describe how 8th Street could
look in the future?
3. What kinds of businesses do you patronize on 8th Street?
4. How often do you visit them?
5. Out of a set of 18 options, which six would you choose to bring
the most effective change to 8th Street?
6. What suggestions would you have for the city and county
governments to improve 8th Street?
7. Would you be willing to participate in a community visioning
exercise to help decide what should happen on 8th Street?
It is important to note this was not a scientific survey. It was simply meant to gain a general sense of how people felt about the Eighth Street
Corridor. Here’s what was learned from the surveys:
1. The six most used words to describe 8th Street today were “depressing, busy, ugly, blighted, run-down, eyesore.”
2. The most common words used to describe how 8th Street could look were “vibrant, welcoming, inviting, attractive (beautiful), gateway.”
3. There were four categories of businesses that people mentioned most often as using on 8 th Street—restaurants/fast food, auto repair,
consignment shops, and retail/services.
4. Fewer than 11 percent of respondents indicated that they never shopped on 8th Street; more than 89 percent visited businesses
“regularly” or “sometimes”.
5. More than half of survey respondents said they would like to see more landscaping (trees, shrubs, flower boxes, etc.); fewer big trucks;
and a theme/vision to guide redevelopment of the 8th Street “Gateway”. Other top suggestions included enhanced lighting (like
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streetlamps downtown); revised sign policies (to improve how the business signs look); bike-friendly options (bike racks, marked routes,
etc.); and a park or open space.
6. Respondents suggested a few themes for possible action by governments to improve 8 th Street: enforce codes and penalize violators;
provide tax incentives for property owners to improve properties; re-route trucks; encourage landscaping; and improve signage (wayfinding, etc.).
7. About half of respondents said they’d be willing to participate in a community visioning exercise in the future.
Surveys for 8th Street property owners and downtown business owners were mailed. Staff and the working group were interested in the opinions
of 8th Street property owners for obvious reasons, but also wanted to the feedback of downtown business owners and their perception of the
impact of 8th Street on downtown. 35 8th Street property owners responded, 12 8th Street business owners responded, and 17 downtown
business owners responded. About half of the 8th Street property owners indicated an interest in redeveloping their property in the future. 91%
of the property owners and all of the business owners on 8th Street who responded wanted to see a theme or vision to guide redevelopment
along the corridor. Most respondents were willing to participate in a visioning exercise in the future.
Viewpoints (include in appendix)
Members of the working group also published viewpoints in the local media as a means to generate interest in the group, share thoughts and
ideas, and invite members of the public to participate. These editorial pieces expressed the opinion on 8th Street revitalization from each of the
authors’ unique perspective. Five viewpoints were shared: Phil Griffin, Robin Lentz, Jose Miranda and Nick Gillette, Steve Rieck, and Planning
Staff.
Working Group Summary
After a year of work, the Land Development Code and Economic Development Working Group decided to sunset, having accomplished the goal
of making recommendations to the Planning Advisory Board (PAB). During the course of the year, the group heard from a variety of citizens who
attended the public meetings. Other topics addressed included a session on truck traffic, in which C.A. McDonald from Rayonier visited the
group and discussed log truck traffic operations at the mill. Matt Arbuckle from Vulcan Industries attended a meeting to talk about the vacant
concrete plant on S. 8th Street just over the City line in the County. The working group acknowledged that possible solutions to many of the
topics could take years to see to fruition.
Many topics were addressed and discussed, including boundaries, land uses, density, preliminary design ideas, traffic, streetscaping,
outreach, coordination with county portion of 8th Street/A1A, co-housing, incentive programs, parking, log trucks, concrete plant, and
funding opportunities. On many of these items, the group agreed that they are important to the revitalization of 8th Street but that they do not
necessarily belong in the Land Development Code. These items include, but are not limited to, working with Florida Department of
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Transportation on the
roadway
improvements, coming
up with a common
streetscape scheme,
redesigning the City
entry way at Lime
Street, and
undergrounding
utilities. It was decided
that as the working
group sunset, a new
spinoff group would
form to work on these
issues, which became
the “8th Street
Streetscape and
Improvement Group.”
It was further agreed
that including 7th and
9th Streets were critical
to the success of 8th
Street, in order to have
a cohesive area.
Topics addressed
during the year of
working group
meetings were
summed up by staff in
a mind map:
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The working group established the following goal for their vision of 8th Street based on the public input and discussions:

GOAL: A vibrant and welcoming mixed-use corridor with a unified
attractive visual character that serves as a gateway and connects to the
history and character of Downtown Fernandina Beach
Recommendations to the PAB included:
 Establishing a small area, including part of 7th Street and 9th Street. This was addressed in recognition that 8th Street does not exist in a
vacuum. Because many of the properties along the 8th Street corridor reach to 7th and 9th Streets, it is very likely that revitalization and
potential projects would reach to those surrounding streets. The group also chose to establish a proposed boundary for the small area
based on the existing zoning lines that include C-2, C-3, R-2, and MU-1 in order to make these areas more cohesive under the same
proposed zoning.
 Allow residential density on 8th Street. This was one of the first problems identified by the group regarding limitations for revitalizing 8th
Street. Currently 8th Street is zoned C-2, General Commercial, which allows no residential development at all. The group understood that
the allowance for residential, whether single-family, multi-family, or mixed-use, would open up the possibilities for development along
8th Street. The group discussed residential density of up to 30 units per acre as part of a bonus program, and another bonus for a height
increase. It was suggested these bonuses be provided for people who would provide workforce housing as part of their project.
Workforce housing is intended to provide housing affordable to “essential workers” - police, fire, teachers, government employees,
medical employees, and service workers. Workforce housing is generally defined as employed people making 60% to 120% of the Area
Median Income, and is not the same as the concept of affordable housing, which is for households making less than 60% of the Area
Median Income.
 Relax setbacks to be more like downtown. The Central Business District (C-3) zoning downtown, does not have any setback
requirements. The group suggested that this make work well for the 8th Street small area as well, since many of the lots are small or
constrained in some way.
 Include a landscaping requirement. The group recognized that landscaping was a common theme in most of the public input, as well as
from group members themselves. The consensus was to establish a continuous six (6) foot wide pedestrian/landscape area beyond the
existing sidewalk/right of way areas. Because this involves private property, the group discussed two options: 1) ask the property owner
for an easement on that portion of the property in order for the City to maintain it and provide uniform design, or 2) include a six foot
“setback” requirement in the Land Development Code that would at least ensure this area remains open when a property is
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Proposed Small Area Based on LDC + Economic Development Working
Group Discussions
redeveloped. Both options could also occur simultaneously. The group
talked about how the easement program could potentially be started
now, while waiting for a six foot setback to appear when a property is
redeveloped could take years.
 Work on streetscaping component simultaneously with Land
Development Code changes. This follows on the above recommendation
which noted that streetscaping efforts could begin being addressed now,
while the proposed recommendations for LDC changes could take years to
see on the ground since it is dependent on redevelopment and private
property owners. Other streetscape improvements discussed were:
working with FDOT to explore stamped concrete crosswalks and
sidewalks, medians, and reduction in driveway cuts; looking at a new
entryway feature at the City-owned Lime Street property, and temporary
improvements like banners or other branding opportunity.
8th Street Streetscape and Improvement Group
The 8th Street Streetscape Group is a spinoff group from the Land
Development Code and Economic Development group. This is an informal
group that is meeting about every other month at City Hall. Group
members have selected areas of interest and work on them outside of the
meetings on a volunteer basis. It is a volunteer-based grassroots group
that is not an official staff working group or advisory committee. All are
welcome at the meetings.
The group is working on the items identified as part of the LDC working
group that are recognized as needed improvements for 8th Street, but
that do not fall into the Land Development Code. This includes aesthetics,
working with FDOT on improvements to the roadway, underground
utilities, and recognition programs for property improvements.
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Planning Advisory Board 8th Street Subcommittee
(include minutes as appendix)
The Planning Advisory Board recommended creation of a subcommittee to
address the recommendations for 8th Street from the Land Development
Code and Economic Development Working Group. Four members of the
PAB volunteered for the subcommittee. The subcommittee met from June
2015 to XXXXX and worked on taking the draft recommendations from the
working group and putting them into draft language for the Land
Development Code. The subcommittee recommendations will go to the full
PAB for review before being sent to the City Commission.
Public workshops TBD
o
o
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PART II - GOALS
From group meetings, public input, and surveys, key elements for revitalization of 8th Street, in addition to Land Development Code changes,
were identified:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Vibrant, welcoming, inviting gateway to Fernandina/Downtown
Increased landscaping/streetscaping (including lighting and signs)
Bike Friendly options (bicycle racks, pathway)
Public open space or green space
Cohesive theme and vision - gateway
Fewer trucks

Recommendations of areas for improvement to help accomplish these elements include:
Streetscape
Significant input around 8th Street today included comments about the visual
aspects of the corridor. Streetscape improvements, such as an entryway
feature, landscaping, unified design elements like fencing and signage, and
cohesive sidewalks and road surfaces, will help 8th Street have a more
visually appealing presence.

Establishing an Identity
Survey respondents included establishing an identity for 8th Street as one of
the top priorities for improving the corridor. Common responses discussed 8th
Street as the gateway for the City, which can serve as the basis for the small
area plan focus. Proximity to historic downtown can help link to the gateway
concept and creating some cohesion between the two will help further that
link.

Land Use and Zoning – Introducing Residential
One of the immediate challenges identified in revitalizing 8th Street is the
lack of residential density. Changes to land use and zoning will reintroduce
residential options on 8th Street and foster a more mixed-use dynamic in the
proposed small area. The majority of existing uses will remain allowable
options, although perhaps with supplemental standards that will better fit a
mixed-use district.

Code Enforcement/Appearance
While changes in the LDC will take time to see on the ground, code
enforcement and appearance can be improved from the start. Working on
removal of abandoned signs, cutting of overgrown grass, and other common
code enforcement issues can assist in the corridor’s appearance. Looking at
creating citizen groups to assist with façade improvement programs or
beautification awards can provide an incentive for property owners to also get
involved.

Parking and Traffic Flow
Another immediate challenge identified is the lack of parking and difficulties
in the traffic flow due to all of the varied curb cuts along 8th Street. The
current LDC allows for some parking flexibility, but other parking solutions
may be needed. Directing entryways off of the side streets may help
alleviate some traffic flow issues.
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PART III - RECOMMENDATIONS
STREETSCAPE
Streetscape recommendations for 8th Street:
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Streetscape recommendations for 7th and 9th Streets:

Work with FDOT on the upcoming resurfacing project of 8th
Street. Explore possibilities of stamped concrete crosswalks,
medians, and hardscape of stamped concrete in right-of-way.



Add sidewalks where they do not exist.



Look at possibility of adding bike lanes.

Work with the St. Johns River Water Management District
(SJRWMD) on potential stormwater improvements for the 8th
Street area at the time of resurfacing.



Work with the SJRWMD on potential stormwater
improvements.



Update City entryway signage and appearance on City-owned
lots at the 8th and Lime intersection.



Work with Florida Public Utilities on undergrounding utility
lines.



Establish cohesive wayfinding signage program that connects
to entire City and connects visitors and residents with
commonly visited locations and public parking.



Select uniform fencing and other streetscape elements like
benches, trash cans, etc. that add to cohesive streetscape.



Add required 6’ landscape/pedestrian space in the Land
Development Code. Incentivize property owners to dedicate
space as a public easement.



Look at property for potential pocket parks/open space.

Streetscape recommendations for east-west side streets (tree
streets):


Add public parking in rights-of-way and install bicycle racks.



Add sidewalks where they do not exist.



Work with the SJRWMD on potential stormwater
improvements.
Sample wayfinding signage
Northstardideas.com
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Insert photoshop pics from BN

Sample gateway feature
Sample of stormwater bioswale project

Sample drawings of landscape/pedestrian area on 8th
Street utilizing six (6) foot space and a zoomed out
view of the space along with a drawing of a potential
median. E. Bartelt.

Entryways in Sanford, FL
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LAND USE + ZONING – INTRODUCING RESIDENTIAL
Recommendations for changes to land use and zoning:


Introduction of residential density to the 8th Street corridor. Current
C-2 zoning disallows residential. Recommended density allowance is
18 units per acre, which looks like how historic downtown
Fernandina Beach developed.
Insert maps of proposed area zoning (Kelly is making)



Establish a small area plan in recognition that 8 Street is inherently
linked to 7th and 9th street corridors.



Create a new future land use and zoning designation – Urban MixedUse (MU-2). This will encompass the area of the proposed small
area plan. It will not remove any existing land uses available in C-1,
C-2, C-3 or MU-1. It is proposed to add supplemental standards to
some of the more intensive land uses like gas stations, auto repair,
etc. More uses may be available in the C-1, C-3 and MU-1 districts
than are currently allowed.



Small area plan boundaries are recommended to follow the existing
boundaries where zoning districts shift.



Include options for small lot housing or pocket neighborhoods to
allow for smaller single family home, fee simple options.



Explore future options for density and height bonuses in connection
with workforce housing.

th

Downtown Fernandina Beach is built at about 18 units
per acre, although existing zoning allows only 8 units
per acre. This is because downtown was built prior to
zoning and density calculations.
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DENSITY is a land use term that means the allowable number of residential dwelling units per acre.
(Note that density is related to residential use; commercial uses are evaluated under “intensity.”) In
other words, it’s the allowable amount of development within a certain area. Big, urban areas have a
high density; rural areas have low density. Here is a link to a good cheat sheet on density from the
American Planning Association: https://www.planning.org/pas/quicknotes/pdf/QN12.pdf

St. Andrews Bungalow Court
Hollywood, CA www.crala.org

Lakeland, FL Bungalow Court
Florida Presbyterian Homes

There are 43,560 square feet in one acre. So, for example, a “low density” area like the City’s R-1 zoning
district requires 10,890 square feet of land for one dwelling unit. That is expressed as “four units per
acre.” A higher density area like the central business district, C-3 zoning, has a maximum density of
“eight units per acre.” That means that you must have 5,445 square feet of land to have one dwelling
unit in C-3.
Figuring out how many dwelling units you can have on a piece of property boils down to a math
equation. For example, a parcel of land measures 100’ wide by 100’ long. Here is how to begin to
calculate density for the parcel in a zoning district with eight (8) units per acre of density:
Length x Width = Square footage of lot

100x100 = 10,000 square feet

Now to add to the math problem, the City Comprehensive Plan allows adding in right-of-way. The
definition of “net density” states “[l]ots adjoining an existing right-of-way may calculate half of the
width of that right-of-way as part of the ‘net buildable land area’ definition.” Adding half of the
adjoining right-of-way width on a sample street to this site yields:
Property width x ½ Right-of-Way =
Additional square footage to calculate

100 x 30 (1/2 sample right-of-way) = 3,000 square feet

Adding the two numbers together, the property has 13,000 square feet to work with.
Eight (8) units per acre requires minimum of 5,445 square feet per unit. So dividing the square footage
of the property by the square footage of the allowable units yields 2.39 units. Numbers are rounded
down for purposes of establishing density since a fraction does not equal a whole dwelling unit.
Square footage of lot/by square
footage of allowable units = allowable
number of residential units
Pocket Neighborhood
Ross Chapin Architects
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13,0000/5,445 = 2.39 (or TWO units)

This property would be allowed two dwelling units.
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PARKING + TRAFFIC FLOW
Recommendations for changes to parking and traffic flow:


Lack of parking is a major constraint for some properties and
future development on 8th Street. Continue to utilize parking
flexibility arrangements allowed under the Land Development
Code and consider other options for the 8th Street small area.



Include parking on side (tree) streets east of 8th (between 8th
and 9th) in the right-of-way.



Explore one way side (tree) streets east of 8th Street.



Look at incentives for reducing driveway cuts on 8th Street.



City should consider utilizing existing City parcels in the
adjacent area or purchasing property to provide public
parking.



Encourage bicycles and pedestrians to utilize 7th and 9th
Streets, especially after sidewalks and bike lanes are added.



Recognize that truck traffic on 8th Street/A1A, which is an
emerging state intermodal system road, is not going away in
the near future. Landscape/pedestrian areas planned for 8th
Street should help reduce conflicts.

Existing 8th Street illustrating significant number
of driveway cuts.

Neighborhood street with bicycle lane.
Buffalonews.com

Insert photo with side street parking
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ESTABLISHING AN IDENTITY
Recommendations for establishing an identity on 8th Street:


Use the goal statement as a basis for establishing an identity
for 8th Street as the gateway to historic downtown Fernandina
Beach:
A vibrant and welcoming mixed-use corridor with a unified
attractive visual character that serves as a gateway and
connects to the history and character of Downtown
Fernandina Beach



Install seasonal banners on light poles in partnership with
Florida Public Utilities, Tourist Development Council and
Light Up Amelia



Incorporate streetscape recommendations, especially new
entryway at 8th and Lime Street.



Encourage public art program in conjunction with Arts and
Culture Nassau.



Encourage 8th Street Owners/Business Association, or
inclusion in Historic Fernandina Business Association.

Example of branding

New banners on 8th
Street – August 2015

Uniform decorative streetlights and banners
Signsinasnap.net

Public art murals from Lexington and Chapel Hill.

August 2015

HFBA logo and samples of buy local
campaigns from North Central Florida
and Chattanooga.
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CODE ENFORCEMENT + APPEARANCE
Recommendations regarding code enforcement and appearance on 8th Street include:


Pursue more proactive Code Enforcement in the proposed 8th
Street small area. The Community Development Department is
laying the groundwork to move from reactive to proactive
code enforcement by trying to incrementally add more staff in
order to provide more than one officer for the entire City.



Provide incentives for existing property owners to improve
facades:
o The City should explore allocating funding for façade
improvement grants,
o Citizens have expressed interest in creating a
volunteer group to help property owners with building
and facade improvements, and
o Work with Arts and Culture Nassau regarding a public
art program utilizing walls and facades.



Create most improved or enhancement awards program for
properties, similar to the Historic Preservation Awards
recognition program

Façade improvement grant programs
Manistee, MI, Waynesboro, VA + Fredericksburg, VA
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PART IV – IMPLEMENTATION
The goals for the 8th Street Small Area can be accomplished through enforcement of existing codes, land use and zoning changes, public and
private investment, and partnerships.

ENFORCEMENT OF EXISTING CODES

LAND USE + ZONING CHANGES

The Community Development Department strategic plan calls for a
move from reactive to proactive code enforcement. Proactive code
enforcement will allow for routine monitoring of designated City
zones, and include weekend enforcement.

One of the most significant recommendations for revitalization of the
8th Street Small Area is the proposed changes to the existing underlying
land uses and zoning. Current zoning is problematic, and has not
attracted or encouraged widespread reinvestment in the corridor.

The groundwork for this shift is being laid through the City budget
process, which includes a request for a part-time officer in the FY 1516 budget. It is hoped that this could transition to another full-time
officer in the next budget year, bringing code officers in the City to a
total of two. As the City annexes more property, additional code
assistance may be needed.

Creating uniform land use and zoning from the east side of 7th Street to
the west side of 9th Street helps eliminate confusion and enables
potential projects to take advantage of the same zoning criteria.
Having an overlay district for the area allows for the opportunity to
include specific provisions, such as the landscape/pedestrian space
along 8th Street, that will help revitalization of the area.

With proactive code enforcement, the 8th Street Small Area could be
one of the designated zones. The theory behind proactive code
enforcement is that regular education and outreach enables more
residents with the knowledge of the codes and results in more
compliance. Catching issues before they result in a complaint also
helps ensure easier compliance. A move to proactive enforcement
using planning and strategy ensures fair enforcement, helps improve
property values, and maintains a healthy and safe quality of life for a
community.

It is important to note that changes would apply to future projects
such as new construction or significant renovations. Existing uses and
structures would be grandfathered until such time as they change uses
or propose renovations. Proposed changes have been extensively
discussed in public settings and will ultimately move to the full
Planning Advisory Board before being heard by the City Commission.
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PUBLIC INVESTMENT
Proposals included in the small area plan will need endorsement and
approval from the City Commission, and other agencies such as the
Florida Department of Transportation and the St. Johns River Water
Management District. Projects such as sidewalks, bike lanes, and street
furniture will also potentially need to be included in operating budgets
and perhaps the capital improvement plan. Evaluating City ownedparcels for parking improvements or pocket parks would also require
more formalized planning and budgeting, as would a façade grant
improvement program. Any incentive program with financial
incentives, tax exemptions, or fee waivers would also require City
Commission approval.
Potential grants are available for some of the projects, such as
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) façade grants,
transportation grants for pedestrian and bicycle improvements, and
grants from community organizations or foundations.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT
Private investment is the critical piece of revitalization in the 8th Street
Small Area. Changing land uses and zoning, enforcing existing
ordinances, and public investment lay the groundwork for facilitating
private investment.
It is a common theme in economic development that public
investment spurs private investment. If the City demonstrates a
commitment to reinvesting in the 8th Street Small Area, reinvestment
can be anticipated by the private sector.
The City can assist in encouraging private investment in the area by
providing outstanding customer service during the initial phases of
private investors’ due diligence and research. This service, coupled
with incentives, will make the City and the 8th Street Small Area an
attractive place in which to invest.

PARTNERSHIPS
Partnerships can also be crucial in the success of revitalizing the 8th Street Small Area. Examples of partnerships include, but are not limited to:
 Florida Public Utilities – Regarding underground utilities. FPU has attended several 8th Street meetings and started a study regarding this
proposal.
 Amelia Island Tourist Development Council - Regarding marketing and promotion. The majority of visitors come to visit historic
downtown and presumably pass through 8th Street. The TDC has already agreed to explore banners on the utility poles.
 Arts and Culture Nassau – Regarding public art programs. A representative of ACN has reached out about the possibility of a mural
project along the 8th Street corridor.
 Historic Fernandina Business Association and Fernandina Beach Main Street – Regarding inclusion of 8th Street businesses in events and
organizations. 8th Street and downtown are linked, and it would be appropriate to acknowledge the link formally.
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TRACKING + RECOGNIZING SUCCESS
It is recommended that the 8th Street Small Area Plan be revisited on a yearly basis in conjunction with the budgeting process to ensure that
potential projects are included. A mechanism for tracking progress on the plan should also be established so that successes can be measured.
As of the drafting of this plan, two major successes have been accomplished: the concrete plant just south of the City limits at Lime Street was
demolished (a repeated recommendation in the surveys) and banners have been installed on the utility poles along 8th Street in the City limits
with the help of the Amelia Island Tourist Development Council.
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